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Abstract – The paper focuses on an open question about ensuring conformity among a domain of system knowledge, an analysis domain, a software design domain, and code. Principles of Model Driven Engineering are used in the research, namely, formal specifications of domains and support of conformity among these specifications with the help of traceability mechanism. Topological Functioning Model (TFM) has a mathematical mechanism for supporting traceability, and, thus, conformity. The main results demonstrate that the TFM holds the central place in a chain of trace links between specifications, and analysis of these links enables verification of domain conformity. The results are theoretical and require additional practical experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The common case in software development projects is a refinement of software specifications after the end product is ready to be delivered. Specifications are used as an aid at the beginning of the development process and in case of significant changes in customer requirements. Ensuring permanent conformity between system specifications, software specifications and the code is still a challenge. Conformity of specifications is meant as a description showing which constructs of the system specification have corresponding constructs in the software specification and code, which constructs are optional, and which constraints are kept within the specifications. Traceability of constructs in specifications is the key mechanism for analysis of conformity.

In order to solve this challenge, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) suggests using specifications as a source and a base for production of code. This means that transformations of composed specifications into code should be automated. Automated transformations require formally defined specifications and mappings (correspondence of constructs) between them. The main challenge is formalism of computation independent models (CIMs), because these models deal with informal knowledge sources and are semiformal at most. CIMs specify the problem domain, i.e., system and software requirements.

Besides the transformation and composition of the CIM specifications, traceability of requirements and their sources from code to specifications and vice versa is an open question. This research illustrates an attempt to answer this question by means of mathematical formalism and MDE. This paper discusses application of a Topological Functioning Model (TFM) as a formal CIM of both systems “as-is” (problem) and “to-be” (solution) and tracing of conformity from this CIM to platform independent model to platform specific model to code (Section III).

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes a TFM and continuous mapping. Section III discusses and illustrates the mechanism for ensuring domain conformity and storage of tracing data during transformations. Section IV illustrates this mechanism by an example. Section V discusses related work. Conclusions discuss the obtained results and directions of future research.

II. THE TOPOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING MODEL IN BRIEF

First, let us describe in brief the TFM. The Topological Functioning Model was developed in Riga Technical University by Janis Osis in 1969. It is a mathematical model that describes a topology \( \Theta \) among system’s functional features \( X \) from the computation independent viewpoint. The model is presented as a directed graph. Topology \( \Theta \) is presented by a set of directed arcs from cause functional features to effect functional features (Fig. 1).

The TFM is independent of any modeling and implementation techniques. It comes about through the acquisition of the experts’ knowledge of the complex system, verbal descriptions, and other documents concerning structure and functioning of the system.

A functional feature represents a part of system’s functioning and is defined as a unique tuple \( <A, R, O, PrCond, PostCond, Pr, Ex> \) [1], where:
- \( A \) is an action linked with the functional feature;
- \( R \) is the result of that action (optional);
- \( O \) is a set of objects, which get the result of the action or are used in this action; it could be a role, a time period or a moment, catalogues etc.;
- \( PrCond \) is a set \( PrCond = \{c_1, ..., c_i\} \), where \( c_i \) is a precondition or an atomic business rule (optional);
- \( PostCond \) is a set \( PostCond = \{c_1, ..., c_j\} \), where \( c_j \) is a post-condition or an atomic business rule (optional);
- \( Pr \) is a set of responsible entities (systems or subsystems), which provide or suggest an action with a set of certain objects;
- \( Ex \) is a set of responsible entities (systems or subsystems), which enact a concrete action.

The TFM has topological and functional properties illustrated in Fig. 1. The topological properties are connectedness, closure, neighborhood and continuous mapping.
refinements of the functional feature includes four specified functional features: continuously mapped to the simplified one. The refined TFM illustrates a refined TFM that is described in detail in [2].

The functional properties are cause-effect relations (causal dependency between functional features, where one feature, cause, generates another feature, effect), cycle structure (causal dependencies between causes and effects that form a cycle), inputs and outputs. Properties and application of the TFM within the Model Driven Architecture and MDE are described in detail in [2].

The closure of the set of selected functional features of the system is a formal mathematical mechanism for separation of the subsystems from the system. Using the closure it becomes possible to formally define the system or subsystem boundaries.

Continuous mapping is a formal mathematical means for providing mappings between graphs. According to the statement and corollaries of continuous mapping described in [2], the model with any complexity can be abstracted to a simpler one and vice versa. Continuous mapping states that direction of arcs in the topological model must be kept in a refined model the same as in a simplified one. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates a refined TFM that is continuously mapped to the simplified one. The refined TFM includes four specified functional features: \( i3.1 \) and \( i3.2 \) are refinements of the functional feature 3, and \( ii0.1 \) and \( ii0.2 \) refine functional feature 10.

Continuous mapping is a formal mathematical means for providing mappings between graphs. According to the statement and corollaries of continuous mapping described in [2], the model with any complexity can be abstracted to a simpler one and vice versa. Continuous mapping states that direction of arcs in the topological model must be kept in a refined model the same as in a simplified one. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates a refined TFM that is continuously mapped to the simplified one. The refined TFM includes four specified functional features: \( i3.1 \) and \( i3.2 \) are refinements of the functional feature 3, and \( ii0.1 \) and \( ii0.2 \) refine functional feature 10.

Cause-and-effect relations are kept as they are in the simplified TFM, although new cause-and-effect relations may also be between the specified functional features (as, for example, the cause-and-effect relation from \( i3.1 \) to \( i3.2 \)).

Lack of knowledge about the system can be filled with the knowledge that is obtained from the continuous mapping of the same type model to the system model under consideration.

III. MECHANISM FOR ENSURING DOMAIN CONFORMITY

The mathematical formalism of the TFM can be extrapolated to models, which represent the problem and the solution in MDE.

The main MDE approach is Model Driven Architecture (MDA) suggested by the Object Management Group in 2001. MDA provides three models for system and software specifications, namely, a Computation Independent Model (CIM), a Platform Independent Model (PIM), and a Platform Specific Model (PSM) [3].

PIMs and PSMs specify a solution, i.e., requirements implementation in software. The CIM specifies a domain, i.e., system and software requirements, as well as the way the system works within its environment. Details of the software structure and realization are assumed to be hidden or as yet undetermined. The CIM is sometimes called a domain model and a domain vocabulary. However, domains that CIMs reflect are not clearly stated in the specification of [3].

Later investigations [1], [2], [4], [5], [6] showed that the CIM specifies both the problem domain and the solution domain. The problem domain, the system, is represented by knowledge models and system business models. The solution domain, software, is represented by software business models, which are supplemented with business requirements for the system.

Software business models must be in conformity with the system business models. The following chains of domain conformity must be ensured (Fig. 3):

1) From code to PSM to PIM: Business entities and execution logic in code and data storage must conform to business entities and execution logic in software design models (structural and behavioral).

![Fig. 1. An abstract topological functioning model and its properties.](Image)

![Fig. 2. Continuous mapping between two topological functioning models.](Image)

![Fig. 3. Conformity among models in MDA terms.](Image)
Their conformance to business entities and business logic in a software requirements specification is provided by the CIM business models;

2) From PIM to CIM “to-be” to CIM “as-is”: The software requirements specification must conform to Business Requirements for the System (the system “to-be”). Usually business requirements are merged with the software requirements in specifications. Requirements for the System must conform to system “to-be” business models, which in their turn must conform to system “as-is” business models. System “as-is” business models must conform to Knowledge Models about the System “as-is” that usually is informal, i.e., a set of documents and persons’ knowledge. MDE transformations in accordance with this conformity chain would ensure that all specifications are up-to-date with code, and code origins are clear and traceable.

As Gotel and Finkelstein wrote in [7] “requirements traceability is an ability to follow the life of a requirement”. Tracing the conformity links illustrated in Fig. 3 would facilitate implementation of changes during iterative software development and maintenance. There should be two mechanisms for requirements traceability within the chains:

1) Backward traceability from the requirements for the system via the TFM of the system “to be” and the TFM of the system “as-is” to knowledge models, and

2) Forward traceability from the TFM of the system “to be” via PIMs and via PSMs to code. The traceability mechanism should be implemented at the metamodel level in order to support automation of model transformations.

A traceability mechanism from PIMs to PSMs to code is quite understandable, because transformation mapping languages support them in different ways. Tracing data should be kept in a separate traceability model that usually is created for each conducted transformation. This aspect is discussed in Section V. Here a less clear subject is considered, namely, backward traceability and traceability from the TFM of the system “to be” to some elements of structural and behavioral elements.

Table I demonstrates key mappings between the models, which are identical to the trace links from elements of the TFM of the system “to be” backward to elements of other computation independent models and forward to elements of some structural and behavioral diagrams:

1. Mappings from “TFM of the System TO BE” to “Knowledge Model”. The key elements of TFM of the system “as is”, i.e. functional features and cause-and-effect relations between them, are mapped to textual, audio or video fragments of the description of the system. These trace links allow identifying and keeping the origin of the phenomena represented by the business model [2], [5].

2. Mappings from “TFM of the System TO BE” to “TFM of the System AS IS”. The same key elements of the TFM of the system “to be” are mapped to functional features and cause-and-effect relations of the TFM of the system “as is”. Functional features of the system “to be” are “implementation” of the knowledge about the system “as is” in the system “to be”, thus mapping can be “many to one” [1].

3. Mappings from “Requirements for the System” to “TFM of the System TO BE”. These mappings allow tracing functional requirements to functional features in the TFM of the system “to be”, i.e. tracing from requirements to a business model [6], [8]. Analysis of trace links enables identification of missing, incorrect, and new functionality that is specified by requirements.

It should be noted that each functional feature of the TFM of the system “to be” must be mapped either to a corresponding functional feature of the TFM of the system “as is”, or to corresponding one or several functional software requirements. Otherwise, such inconformity indicates incompleteness of functional software requirements or unreliable knowledge about the system “to be”.

4. Mappings from “Class Diagrams” to “TFM of the System TO BE”.

Classes in PIMs, which represent phenomena of the problem domain and the solution domain, map to objects $O$ of TFM functional features (see Section II).

Associations between classes map to cause-and-effect relations between functional features, which own objects $O$ of the corresponding types.

Derived attributes of classes map to results $R$ of TFM functional features. Nested attributes come from object $O$ properties.

Operations of classes map to actions $A$ of TFM functional features.

5. Mappings from “Behavior Diagrams” to “TFM of the System TO BE”.

An activity of a behavior diagram maps to the name of the TFM functional feature, which joins action $A$, set of object $O$ and result $R$. Guard conditions of activities map to preconditions of TFM functional features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>KEY MAPPINGS BETWEEN ELEMENTS OF COMPUTATION INDEPENDENT MODELS AND PLATFORM INDEPENDENT MODELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computation Independent Model</td>
<td>Platform Independent Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Model</td>
<td>TFM of the system “as is”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragments of textual descriptions, audio and video</td>
<td>Functional Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause-and-Effect Relation</td>
<td>Cause-and-Effect Relation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data objects map to objects $O$ or results $R$ of TFM functional features.

Control flows between the activities map to cause-and-effect relations between TFM functional features, and keep the same directions and logical relations.

6. Mappings from “Logical Scheme of Data Storage” to “TFM of the System TO BE”.

Tables are mapped to persistent types of objects $O$ of those TFM functional features, which represents functionality for recording, updating, and deleting data in data storages. Table columns include persistent properties of objects $O$.

To sum up, TFM functional features and cause-and-effect relations are sources for tracing static and dynamic properties of software. Data storages are traced to persistent classes, which in their turn are traced to these static properties. Software functions (activities) are traced to dynamic properties of the TFM functional features – action $A$, and preconditions $\text{PreCond}$. Interaction between software functions (or business logic of software) is traced to cause-and-effect relations between TFM functional features. The modularization principle could be kept here, since the TFM supports formal abstraction and refinement of functionality.

Traceability matrices [9] have been usually used to show dependencies between domain phenomena especially in early phases, because they show the relationships between source and target elements both forward and backward. Traceability matrices are used for pairs of models.

IV. ILLUSTRATION OF THE DOMAIN CONFORMITY

The suggested traceability mechanism is demonstrated by an example of the simplified system that manages part of research group activities.

A. The Problem Domain

The knowledge model as a textual description: When members of a group have prepared a research paper, they submit it to one of the planned conferences. A responsible author records the submission data (authors’ names, title, conference name) into a file of group activities. If the paper is accepted, then he updates the status of the submission. Otherwise, the record is deleted from the file, and the paper is improved by its authors and resubmitted to another conference. After printing, the responsible author adds additional data (a print name, page numbers, a publisher name, a publishing year) to the record of submission and updates the status of the paper.

Requirements for the System: FR1. The system shall record, update, and delete records of paper submissions in a database. Data of submission are authors’ first and last names, title of submission, name of the conference, print data (title of the print where the submission is printed, publisher name, publishing year), pages from-to, the status (submitted, accepted, printed).

The TFM of the system “as is”: The model is a representation of the description given above (Fig. 4, on the left side). It consists of 10 functional features and has a functioning cycle “3-4-7-8-3” for improvement of rejected papers.

B. The Solution Domain

The TFM of the system “to be”: The model is a representation of the problem domain, which was modified in accordance with Requirements for the System. It has four new and six refined functional features. All cause-and-effect relations kept their directions. The functioning cycle is extended – “3-4.1-4.2-7.1-8-3”. 
New functional features are “11. Opening a submission database”, “12. If {rejected OR accepted OR printed} Searching for the record in a submission database”, “13. Closing a submission database”, and “14. Notifying the state of a submission database”. They are originated by requirement FR1. The following TFM functional features are traced to FR1: 11, 12, 13, 14 as well as “4.1 Entering the data of a submission”, “4.2 Inserting the new record into a submission database”, “6.1 {IF accepted} Updating the status in a submission record”, “6.2 {If accepted or printed} Updating the record in a submission database”, and “10.1 {If printed} Updating the print data in a submission record”.

Table II illustrates trace links between the TFM of the system “as is” (the problem domain) and the TFM of the system “to be” (the solution domain). The rows represent functional feature of the TFM of the system “as is”, while the columns – of the TFM of the system “to be”. The digit 1 indicates the existence of a trace link between functional features in two models.
Class Diagram: The classes SubmissionRecord and SubmissionDataBase (Fig. 6) are obtained by transforming those functional features of the TFM of the system “to be”, which have trace links to FR1, into types of the objects $O$.

The traceability matrix from these classes (table rows) to the functional features of the TFM of the system “to be” (table columns) is given in Table III.

Logical Database Scheme: In the current example the only class that is persistent is SubmissionRecord. Its trace links to the TFM of the system “to be” were discussed in the previous paragraph (Table III).

Behavior Diagrams: The behavior diagrams are represented as two UML Activity Diagrams (Fig. 5), which are in conformity with the TFM of the system “to be” and FR1. The traceability matrix (Table IV) contains trace links from the activities to those functional features, which are traced to FR1. Control flows between activities and object flows “activity-data object-activity” are traceable to cause-and-effect relations among those functional features. Data objects to the objects $O$ of the functional features. Decision nodes and forks illustrate OR and AND logical relations among cause-and-effect relations correspondingly.

To conclude, the trace links forward and backward from FR1 are explicitly specified by a means of TFM, which serve as a business model that joins the problem domain and the solution domain.

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>4.1</th>
<th>4.2</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>10.1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Enter the data of a submission</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Open a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Insert the new record in a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Close a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Search the record in a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Update the print data in a submission record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Update the status in a submission record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Delete the record from a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Update the record in a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Notify the state of a submission database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quards</th>
<th>4.1</th>
<th>4.2</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>10.1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[if printed]</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[if accepted]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[if rejected]</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data objects</th>
<th>4.1</th>
<th>4.2</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>10.1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>newRec, rec of SubmissionRecord</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdb of SubmissionDataBase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control flows</th>
<th>4.1</th>
<th>4.2</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>10.1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-to-newRec-to-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-to-sdb-to-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-to-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-to-sdb-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-to-rec-to-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-to-rec-to-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-to-rec-to-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-to-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-to-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-to-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-to-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-to-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. RELATED WORK

As mentioned in Section III, tracing in transformations from model to model (from PIMs to PSMs, from PSMs to code) is implemented in transformation languages such as Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [10]. Usually, it is implemented as trace classes that are implicitly and automatically derived from transformation rules. The trace contains a tuple that stores a reference of the mapping operation - or, which is equivalent, a reference to the corresponding implicit transformation rule - and then the value for each parameter, including the context variables and the result variables.

ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) implements the tracing mechanism by Traceability Generation Code (TGC) [11]. TGC is loosely coupled with transformation logic and is used in higher-order transformations, thus does not require any language support or ATL engine modification.

As you see, the support of traceability in transformation languages is well-elaborated, because of the formal specifications of a source model, a target model, and a transformation rule. The worst case with traceability is in transformations between CIMs and from CIMs to PIMs because of the informal nature of CIMs.

Authors in [12] solved this challenge by tracing responsibilities, which are assigned to components in a target model by features in a source model. Thus, the authors provide loose coupling between the elements and realization of their responsibilities. This is an example of forward traceability of requirements. Contrary to the authors, in the present research responsibilities are not traced so explicitly, rather the implementation of functionality in software units is represented here by trace links.

The authors in [13] used trace links for identification of and dealing with crosscutting concerns in early stages of software development in the field of Aspect-Oriented Software Development. They used inter-level dependencies matrices for specification of trace links between levels of CIMs, PIMs, and PSMs. The authors’ idea is similar to the one forwarded in this paper, namely, backward and forward requirements traceability starting from the CIM is vital for qualitative product development.

Authors in [14] suggested using MDE principles in transformations from CIM business models via PIMs and PSMs to code in Web Engineering. The important role is devoted to trace links starting from the requirements in CIMs to code. They use Navigation Development Techniques (NDTs) for the creation of derivation relations between the models by means of formal models. The authors also use inter-level traceability matrices between requirements and basic analysis models, and QVT transformations for checking the conformity between tables in a database and persistence classes in code.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Identification of trace links between the elements of source and target models is a means for better understanding of the conformity between the models. The result of the research is verifiable conformity of the solution domain models to problem domain models that is ensured by means of a formal model, TFM and trace links between elements of the models. The trace links are defined and supported during transformations of system and software specifications. It could make evaluation and implementation of possible changes easier.

Since the TFM plays a leading role in model transformations and traceability analysis, directions of future research are related to TFM verification with the help of formal mechanisms, e.g., Colored Petri Nets.
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